American Airlines chose SmartFill Gen2 at JFK International Airport for a 600 vehicle fleet.

Reconciliation of fuel accounts are now fully automatic, covering 4,930 acres – with no errors.

“We were under the DocMatrix system for many years and were experiencing numerous issues with the fueling system. After looking at several vendors and researching several companies, Fluid Management had the better product for our needs. SmartFill GEN2 is a web based product and it is much easier to resolve any issues that might arise. Case in point - an upload was sent to one of the dispensers but somehow malfunctioned and the issue was resolved within minutes of discovery.”

“The employees love this new system. It is much easier to fuel the vehicles because it recognizes the vehicle number and assigns the type of gas the vehicle requires. We can enable or disable the employees from fueling within a matter of seconds, which is a great feature, and reconciliation is also a must have – especially in the State of New York.”

David Richards
American Airlines

- Automatic reconciliation.
- Connects to your fuel bowser and is operated with durable NFC cards, Fobs and PIN.
- Data is easy to access via a web browser.
- Networked communications keep your fuel records up-to-date in real time.
- Easy to service with click-in & click-out modules.

No need for special software | No need for third parties | No need for special technical skills | No manual records and no errors
“Since we switched to the SmartFill GEN2, product reconciliation has never been easier. Gone are the days of needing a third party and a lot of time and effort to get the accounts right.”

“Now it’s automatic. All the fuel data across JFK for our fleet of 600 vehicles gets put into an Excel spreadsheet and we are good to go.”

David Richards  
American Airlines

Here’s why David and American Airlines are so satisfied. Automation in real time saves a lot of resources and avoids mistakes.

- Real time reporting of fuel use keeps all fuel use records up to date.
- Complete control of fuel use by driver, volume, time and AVID.
- Optional data insights and reporting on purchasing, tax, vehicle maintenance and staff management.
- Prevents fueling errors.
- Tracks vendor fuel usage.
- No ongoing fees for accessing data on the website.

With more than 2000 fuel management systems in use around the world, we are saving thousands of hours in reconciliations, preventing a lot of mistakes and a lot of fuel.